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Everyone
is creative.



Creativity 
the discovery 
of a new 
connection



Believe 
in your own 
unique creative 
thinking talents



Were you once creative 
but now suppress 
your creativity? 



Were you once creative 
but now suppress 
your creativity? 

Did you lose your faith
in your creative ability 
because someone 
planted the seeds 
of self-doubt?



STOP
THAT!



STOP
THAT!

Not everyone 
is creative in 
the same way.





Traits of a 
creative thinker:
Able to make connections 
or See new possibilities

Curious // Adventurous, 
Imaginative // Playful

Observant // Reflective // Analytical 

Collaborative

Flexible // Tolerates the unknown
 enjoys complexity and a challenge

Has many interests

Continuously learning

Motivated // Persistent

Intuitive

Patient
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Assessment 
Tools



Myers Briggs
how people perceive the world 
and make decisions.

Extraversion (E)  Introversion (I)

Sensing (S)  iNtuition (N)

Thinking (T)  Feeling (F)

Judging (J)  Perceiving (P)



ENFP
Warmly enthusiastic and imaginative. 
See life as full of possibilities. 
Make connections between events and 
information very quickly, and confidently 
proceed based on the patterns they see. 
Want a lot of affirmation from others, 
and readily give appreciation and support. 
Spontaneous and flexible, often rely on 
their ability to improvise and their 
verbal fluency.



The Enneagram
is a forced-choice psychological test 
which requires you to chose one 
statement in each pair of statements 
that describes you best.

When I've had conflict with others, I've
  tended to withdraw.
  rarely backed down.



Type Two  // The Helper
The caring, interpersonal type. 
Twos are empathetic, sincere, and 
warm-hearted. They are friendly, 
generous, and self-sacrificing, but can 
also be sentimental, flattering, and 
people-pleasing. They are well-meaning 
and driven to be close to others, but 
can slip into doing things for others in 
order to be needed. At their Best: 
unselfish and altruistic, they have 
unconditional love for others.

Sparking 
creativity
Sparking 
creativity



Sparking 
creativity
Sparking 
creativity



Creative thinkers try new things 
& move with the changing world. 

Albert Einstein determined that energy 
is a function of mass and velocity (E= MC²) 
so in order to develop new creative energy, 
mass must be moved in a new direction.



People need to move out of their 
comfort zones, open themselves up 
to new experiences and let more 
creativity flow into their lives. 
 Listen to a new radio station

 Rearrange your office furniture

 Try exotic food

 Speak to new people

 Explore new things



Accept 
more than 
one right way



Let go!



The only 
constant 
is change



Fail often to succeed sooner

Don’t be 
afraid 
to fail



Be curious
Have an open mind
Acknowledge 
other ideas

Be curious
Have an open mind
Acknowledge 
other ideas



Challenge 
your rules 
Hold criticism 
Build your 
observation skills

Challenge 
your rules 
Hold criticism 
Build your 
observation skills



Discover 
new connections
create more than one use
push what is commonplace
do the opposite of expected



look to other industries 
develop a wild idea, then tame it

use new stimuli to prompt 
imagination 



THE 9 STEP 
INNOVATION 
PROCESS 



Identify 
the problem
Who?What?When?
Where?Why?How? 

one



Clarify 
the problem 

two



Set goals
big picture criteria
Ideas must be:
Simple // Support Strategy // Distinctly 
New and Better // Proven // Profitable
Quickly and Easily Implemented

three



Seek stimuli 
research
Past, Present, and Future
Explore multiple perspectives 
and the marketplace

four



Uncover 
insights
Use stimuli and imagination to identify 
potential insights and discoveries

five



Identify
ideas
Explore insights for ideas to solve 
your real problem 
Compare and select based on the 
Big Picture Criteria

six



Develop 
a plan
Take concepts and expand them
Investigate resource needs, timing, 
and responsibilities
Consider the impact

seven



Gain 
commitment
Identify the team
Present, test, and readjust the plan
Finalize commitment

eight



Gain 
commitment
Identify the team
Present, test, and readjust the plan
Finalize commitment

Implement 
the plan
Release the final plan into action
Adjust as needed
Review entire process and results
Share the information

nine



Believe 
in your own 
unique creative 
thinking talents



Questions?



PHOTOGRAPHY
Associate of Applied Science in Digital Photography
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Commercial Photography

COMMUNICATION DESIGN
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design
Master of Arts in Communication Design
Master of Fine Arts in Communication Design

INTERIOR DESIGN
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Interior Design
Master of Arts in Interior Design
Master of Interior Design

Harrington College of Design is accredited by the Higher Learning Commission and is a member of the North Central Association, www.ncahlc.org.
Harrington College of Design cannot guarantee employment or salary. Find employment rates, financial obligations and other disclosures at www.harrington.edu/disclosures. 
This institution is authorized: The Indiana Board of Proprietary Education, 101 West Ohio Street Suite 679, Indianapolis, IN 46204.
317.464.4400 x138, 317.464.4400 x141. AC-0260 0775230 08/14

200 W. Madison
Chicago, Illinois 60606
312.939.4975 
harrington.edu



Sources
Content 
The Seeds of Innovation: Cultivating the Synergy That Fosters New Ideas 
by Elaine Dundon
Publisher: AMACOM (July 3, 2002)
ISBN-10: 0814415717
ISBN-13: 978-0814415719

Imagery 
subscription with thinkstock.com

Myers Briggs // myersbrigs.org

The Enneagram // enneagraminstitute.com
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